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The Mechanism of Tripolar Interactions

CHAPTER ONE

THE MECHANISM OF TRIPOLAR INTERACTIONS
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A TRIPOLAR APPROACH TO EAST ASIAN HISTORY

Until recently, say, until the end of the eighteenth
century, the history of East Asia had essentially been the product
of changing relationships through time among the TurcoMongols, the Han Chinese, and the Xianbei-Tungus of the three
core sub-regions. They were equal contenders in the formation of
East Asian history, constituting a tripolar system of correlations
and predictions upon which historical causality in East Asia was
ultimately based. A balanced interpretation of the history of East
Asia would, I hope, enable a more realistic understanding of
modern East Asia. Here, in Chapter 1, I summarize the essence of
my studies.
STAGE FOR THE TRIPOLAR FRAMEWORK OF ANALYSIS

Chapter 2 sketches the stages for my tripolar analysis by
highlighting the Neolithic Hongshan culture of the protoXianbei-Tungus people in Manchuria, and also the Neolithic
Yangshao culture of the of Huaxia people in mainland China. I
look at East Asia’s topography and prehistory.
The greater Manchurian ethnohistorical sphere of the
Xianbei-Tungus, that includes the Korean Peninsula as an
extension of the central Manchuria towards the sea, has formed
one of the three major sub-regions of East Asia, sharing intimate
histories with strong cultural affinities. The proto-Altaic speech
community of the Xianbei-Tungus had shared the Neolithic
Hongshan culture as well as the tradition of incised pottery and
the broad-bladed bronze dagger. The Upper Xiajiadian culture of
western Manchuria had possessed broad-bladed bronze daggers
which, unlike the Chinese daggers, had the blade cast separately
from the hilt. The blade of (broad-or-narrow-bladed) bronze
daggers in Korea proper was also cast separately from the hilt.
The Mongolian steppe has enough water to sustain some
vegetation and animal life. The steppe was the home of Xiongnu,
the ancestor of the Turks, who led a rather tough life of hunting,

1.1. Tripolar East Asia

1.2. Bronze buckles 靑銅馬形帶鉤
excavated at the Cheon-an 天安 and
Yung-cheon 永川 sites, dated early
iron age, BCE. Korean Peninsula
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Central Manchuria and Korean Peninsula

1

Barfield (1989: 28) notes: “The direct
descendants of…Maodun ruled over

the steppe for 600 years in greater and
lesser capacities, as did the direct
descendants of Chinggis Khan for 700
years, and a single unbroken Turkish
dynasty (of Inner Asian heritage) ruled
over the Ottoman Empire for more than
600 years.” With revolutions in military
technology in the eighteenth century,
however, nomads were subjugated by
and incorporated into the expanding
sedentary empires, much like the fate

fishing, nomadic stock-raising, and patch farming to survive on
those harsh wind-swept forests and steppes, frozen in winter and
scorched for a few weeks of summer. The Mongolian steppe
itself had been a stage set for contest, most conspicuously,
between the Turkic and Xianbei peoples. The occupation of the
Xiongnu homeland by the Xianbei people from western
Manchuria occurred first in 93-180 in the aftermath of the
disintegration of Maodun’s Xiongnu empire; second, in 402-552
by the Rourans who were classified as the Donghu; and third, in
1206 by Chinggis Khan of the Shiwei-Mongols, a branch of the
Yuwen-Xianbei, still extant, resulting in an ethnonymic unification
of the entire “Mongolian” steppe but blurring the ethnic and
linguistic demarcation on the steppe. 1

of the Kazakhs under czarist Russia.
THE YEMAEK IN CENTRAL MANCHURIA AND KOREAN PENINSULA
2

The dynastic history of Korea is often

summarized as Old Chosun (?-c.1045108 BCE), Silla (57 BCE-935 CE)
including the Three Kingdom period
with Koguryeo (37 BCE-668 CE) and
Paekche (18 BCE-660 CE) before
unification, Koryeo (918-1392), and
Chosun (1392-1910). Koryeo was
named after Koguryeo, and Chosun
after Old Chosun. Excluded from the
above dynastic summary are Puyeo (4

th

century BCE-494 CE) and Parhae (698926) in Manchuria, and the Kaya
Federation (42-562) in the southern
peninsula that was annexed by Silla in
the mid-sixth century. The remnants of
Koguryeo established Parhae with the
Sumo-Mohe people, and the ruling
clans of Parhae were welcomed by
Koryeo when Parhae was destroyed by
Qidan Liao. It is interesting to observe
that North Korea now calls itself
Chosun and South Korea now calls
itself “Great” Han, named after “Three”
Han in southern peninsula.

Chapter 3 illuminates the Yemaek Tungus in central
Manchuria and Korean Peninsula, and then examines the conflicts
between the Xianbei Yan in the west and the Yemaek Chosun,
Puyeo, and Koguryeo in the east, prior to the advent of the
powerful Mohe-Nüzhen forces in eastern Manchuria. The
established interpretations of the history of ancient Yan and Old
Chosun beg the question of what the term “Liaodong” means. An
accurate specification of the location of the ancient Liao River
enables a more rational interpretation of the history of this
region.
The central Manchurian plain around the upper Songhua
and Liao River basins, as well as the mountainous areas around
the Hun, Yalu, and Tae-dong rivers, were the home of the
Yemaek Tungus who had founded Old Chosun, Puyeo, and
Koguryeo. The southern Korean Peninsula was the home of ricecultivating Yemaek cousins who had established ancient political
entities that were collectively called Chin, Han, or Three Hans. In
ethnohistorical context, central Manchuria and the Korean
Peninsula, the ancient home of the entire Yemaek Tungus, may be
defined as “Korea proper” or, more simply, Central Manchuria. 2
Evidence of millet farming found in the Liaodong area
dates from c.5000 BCE, and rice discovered in the Korean
Peninsula dates from c.2400-2100 BCE. Dolmen, the status
symbol of ruling elites, characterizes the Yemaek culture of Korea
proper, and differentiates it from the Donghu-Xianbei culture of
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Sima Qian’s World: Nomads vs. Chinese

western Manchuria or the Mohe-Nüzhen culture of eastern
Manchuria.
The year 108 BCE stands as the historical date of the
Han Chinese emergence into the modern-day Liao River basin
and the northwestern coast of the Korean Peninsula. By the turn
of the fourth century CE, the Murong-Xianbei of western
Manchuria moved into the Liao River basin, disconnecting the
region from mainland China. Koguryeo, entrenched in the HunYalu river valleys, took over the Lelang commandery in 313 CE.
The Xianbei learned to use stirrups c.300 CE; stirrups seem to
have entered the Korean Peninsula by courtesy of the incessant
fighting between the Murong-Xianbei Yan and the YemaekTungus Koguryeo.
According to the Weishu, the Sushen-Yilow (the ancestor
of Mohe-Nüzhen) of eastern Manchuria were the subjects of
Puyeo since the time of the Han dynasty. As the Puyeo exacted
heavy taxes and corvée, they rebelled in 220-6. Puyeo made quite a
few punitive expeditions but could not subjugate them because,
though small in number, they dwelt in extremely rugged forests
difficult to penetrate. The Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus remained in the
background and would not be heard from for another 300 years.
SIMA QIAN’S BIPOLAR WORLD: NOMADS VS. HAN CHINESE

Chapter 4 describes the Sima Qian’s bipolar world of the
steppe nomads versus the Han Chinese below the Great Wall. The
rise of the Donghu-Xianbei people of western Manchuria and
their interactions with the Xiongnu-Turks in the Mongolian
steppe is also examined.
The DNA of Homo sapiens had been fine-tuned to the
life of predatory hunter-gatherers that had been practiced all over
the world until the Agricultural Revolution which occurred as
recently as 10,000 years ago. Because human DNA evolves slowly
through random mutation and natural selection, the nomads who
practiced hunting remained, for a long period of time, the fittest
and most successful predators against those who practiced
agriculture. This continued until the Industrial Revolution, c.1760,
revolutionized military technology.
In 209 BCE, three years before Liu Bang established the
Han dynasty (206 BCE-25-220 CE), there emerged an extremely
capable Xiongnu leader called Maodun. At about the time

1.3. (top) Xinjiang Uighur Zizhiqu,
th

Urumqi, 4-5 century tomb painting;
(middle) Xianbei Former Yan tomb,
Chaoyang, Daling River basin; and
(bottom) Koguryeo, Ko-san-dong tomb,
th

4-5 century, Pyung-yang

Extortions through the Tributary System

1.4. (Top) Xinjiang Uighur Zizhigu,
th

Urumqi, 4-5 century tomb painting;
th

(Middle) 4 century Murong-Xianbei
Former Yan tomb, Chaoyang; and
(Bottom) Koguryeo, Duck-heung-ri
tomb, Nampo City, dated 408 CE
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Maodun first became Shanyu, the power of Donghu-Xianbei in
the western Manchurian steppe had reached its zenith, frequently
invading the lands of the Xiongnu. The situation was, however,
soon reversed. In a surprise attack, Maodun defeated and
subjugated the Donghu-Xianbei c.210 BCE. Under Maodun’s
leadership, the Xiongnu could organize their nomadic tribes in the
Mongolian steppe into a unified force, converting the tribal
confederation into a centralized empire. For the hunter-cavalry
nomads, there was little distinction between civilian and military
life. Riding and archery were daily activities, and they learned
discipline and coordination in the seasonal movement of camps
and tribal hunting. In war, each clan was grouped as a separate
detachment under the command of the hereditary clan chieftain.
A nomadic state had effectively maintained a universal obligatory
system of military service for all of its tribes.
The Xiongnu had never tried to conquer the Han China
because the number of their troops, while sufficient to conduct
savage and terrifying raids against the Han court, was too few to
occupy the Chinese territory. Nor did they have the settled
administrative structure necessary to govern the agricultural land.
They simply employed terror as a tool of extortion. When the
civil war broke out among the Xiongnu in 48 CE, the DonghuXianbei in no time threw off the Xiongnu control, and then took
over all the lands previously held by the northern Xiongnu after
89-93, emerging as dominant extortioners (until 180) and
presaging a tripolar East Asia.
The heqin (peace and kinship) system enacted in 198
BCE was to give the Xiongnu princess-cum-gifts for peace
between brotherly equal states, while the tributary system formally
enacted in 54 BCE was to give the Xiongnu investiture-cum-gifts
for peace and nominal submission (as an external vassal paying
symbolic tributes). Investiture implied the bestowal of official
titles, with seal and credentials, in return for homage and hostages
that were seldom enforced. Although payments to the nomadic
states were masked in carefully selected terms and couched in the
rhetoric of tributary formulas, in reality the Chinese dynasties
were paying tributes in order to avoid conflict. The tributary
system, eventually patronized by the latter-day Chinese courts,
turned out to be very costly to maintain, but gave them psychic
vainglory and enabled the later-day Han Chinese historians to
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Murong-Xianbei Introduce Dual System

write self-glorifying fictions. The presentation of gifts and
subsidized trade at border markets was, after all, much less costly
than military alternatives.
MURONG-XIANBEI PROTO-CONQUEST DYNASTY WITH DUAL SYSTEM

It took 36 years after the fall of Han Chinese Western
Jin (265-316) for the Murong-Xianbei to occupy North China.
Chapter 5 observes the rise of the Murong-Xianbei of western
Manchuria and the trial performance of a proto-conquest dynasty
in the name of Former Yan.
The conquest of North China by Former Yan (337-70)
in 352 was an epoch-making event, though ephemeral, not only in
the sense that it presaged the advent of a series of full-fledged
conquest dynasties of Manchurian provenance, but also in the
sense that the Murong-Xianbei experimented with an archetype
of the “Dual System” that served as a source of inspiration for
latter-day conquerors. The dual system of governance that
capitalized both on tribal militaristic skill and the efficiency of
Chinese-style bureaucracy was the Murongs’ innovation.
The Xianbei began to use the stirrup around 300 CE,
probably for the first time in history, that made the horse a
military weapon of extraordinary effectiveness. A pair of stirrups
dated as 415 CE was excavated from a Northern Yan tomb, but
somewhat earlier stirrups have been found in other territories
associated with the Murong Xianbei. One day the Xianbei may
also be credited with the invention of this important device.
The transformation of the Murong-Xianbei from a tribal
group to a dual-system state was the work of Murong Hui (r.285333) and his second son Huang (r.333-49). Hui encouraged
agriculture when he occupied the Liaodong area (c.319),
employing the Han Chinese in the area as farmers and
administrators. Huang proclaimed himself King of Yan in 337,
and converted his officialdom into that of a kingdom, establishing
a copy of the traditional Han Chinese bureaucratic hierarchy. The
civil bureaucracy was filled mostly by the Han Chinese scholars
and ex-officials recruited from the old Chinese settlers in the
Liaodong and Liaoxi area and the fresh refugees from mainland
China. The centralized tribal army was mostly commanded by the
Murong ruler’s brothers, sons, and nephews. The dual system of
centralized but tribally based military organization functioning

1.5. Northern Wei terracotta (dated
c.516) excavated at Yongningsi,
Luoyang. Institute of Archeology,
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences.
“The most remarkable... is the radical
departure from the traditional Chinese
approach to form in the plastic arts...
They are fully three-dimensional, with
greater attention to details of facial
features, hair-styles, and headdresses.”
Watt, et al. (2004: 234-5)

Tuoba Refine the Murong’s Dual System
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together with the Chinese-style bureaucracy for the Chinese
farmers and city dwellers rectified the weakness of numerical
inferiority and administrative deficiency, and enabled the MurongXianbei to establish a proto-conquest dynasty. The Murongs ruled
the Han Chinese masses through the Han Chinese collaborators,
selected informally, under the control of the conquest elite. The
Murongs’ deeds in their final days, however, especially the reckless
recruitment of more than one million Han Chinese peasants (to
conquer South China), an excessive Sinicization of the court, and
the rapid expansion of tax-exempt landholdings by the Xianbei
nobility illuminated the cause of downfall to the latter-day
conquest dynasties.
TUOBA-XIANBEI REFINE DUAL SYSTEM, SUPERIMPOSING BUDDHISM

1.6. Northern Wei earthenware with
pigments, excavated at Yanshi 偃師,
Luoyang. Yanshi City Museum
Watt, et al. (2005: 236) notes that “The
sleeve coat ... was obviously
associated with the Xianbei ... In spite
of Xiao Wendi's strenuous efforts to
promote sinification, some Xianbei
customs still persisted in Luoyang.”

It took only 69 years after the fall of Former Yan for
another Xianbei dynasty to occupy North China, this time in the
name of Northern Wei (386-534). The learning period by trial and
error, however, depicted as the Era of Five Barbarians and Sixteen
States (304-439), had lasted 135 years. Chapter 6 examines the first
full-fledged conquest dynasty established in North China by the
Tuoba-Xianbei of western Manchurian provenance.
Tuoba Gui (r.386-409) expelled the Murong-Xianbei
Later Yan (386-407) from North China in 397. Tuoba Si (r.409-23)
led an attack on the Rourans, and killed their leader Shelun in 410.
The Yemaek Koguryeo (37 BCE-668 CE) of central Manchuria
had co-opted the Mohe-Nüzhen in eastern Manchuria and
become a proto-macro-Tungusic state, occupying Manchuria east
of the Liao River as well as the northern half of the Korean
Peninsula. Tuoba Tao (r.423-52) managed, however, just like the
Murong Xianbei, to conquer North China by 439 without first
conquering the Tungusic people.
Tuoba Gui co-opted the Murong-Xianbei and refined
their dual system of governance. Gui established an almost
complete replica of the traditional Chinese bureaucratic hierarchy
in 396-9, all with Chinese office appellations, and also maintained
stylized institutions and diplomatic protocols with Chinese-style
ceremonial procedures. The conquered North China was
administered by the Han Chinese officials recruited from the
landed gentry through a refined Nine Rank system (introduced by
the Cao Cao’s Wei in 220) who willingly cooperated with the
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conquerors to exploit the peasants either as officials or as
arbitrageurs between peasant and officialdom. The Xianbei
aristocrats were guaranteed all of the powerful positions in the
government and military. The Tuoba rulers affirmed the position
of the Chinese landed gentry by adopting their model of local
rule, thereby their support. The one area within which the Chinese
were dominant in the Northern Wei government was at the level
of prefecture.
The local landed magnate families of North China, the
traditional military power centers, were demilitarized and instead
encouraged to pursue the status of gentry-officials, as
collaborators, in the civil bureaucracy of the conquest dynasty. On
the other hand, most magnate families that had fled south were
able to secure offices in the émigré regime but gradually eschewed
military in favor of literary pursuits.
Tuoba Gui reorganized the Xianbei people into eight
artificial tribes in permanent settlements around the new capital,
Pingcheng. These artificial tribes, structured as military units,
received provisions from settled herdsmen and agriculturalists. By
removing their traditional leaders, Tuoba Gui converted the
nomadic tribal armies into a hereditary military-service class
bound to the state. The loyalties of nomadic warriors were
transferred from the earlier tribes to the dynasty. This
professional, hereditary Capital Army became the largest single
force in the state, and its primary striking arm. Commanded by
the emperor and his immediate followers, it assured their
superiority over any potential opposing force. Those who were
not included in the Capital Army were settled on allocated
pastureland under their hereditary chieftains, acting as frontier
garrison communities.
The Xianbei people were designated as Compatriots, and
dominated the ranks as well as the leadership of the armies. They
were clustered around the northern steppe lands with the capital
of Pingcheng at its center, far away from the Han Chinese peasant
masses in the Central Plain. The Wei capital-tribal army remained
exclusively the Xianbei preserve, although Chinese peasants were
called up for logistical support roles in major campaigns or for
corvée service in the frontier garrisons. Tribal people and military
affairs were handled according to the traditional tribal ways.
The Tuoba rulers tried to replace the Confucianism with

Tuoba Replace Confucianism with Buddhism

1.7. Xianbei armored horse and rider
pottery from the tomb of Northern Zhou
(557-81) general Li Xi’an (502-69).

寧夏固原縣李賢墓 Guyuan Museum

Equal Field System Contains Gentry Power

1.8. Images of a monk, two female
donors, and an attendant in a mural
dated c.420. Xianbei Western Qin (385431) 鮮卑族 乞卜氏 西秦
Binglingsi Cave 169, north wall, Gansu.
“The first two female donors are larger
than the monk. ... The first two wear
short coats with loose sleeves over long
pleated skirts. Their hair, perhaps
braided, is tied into two knobs placed
either to the side or on top of the
head. ... The third figure [not shown], of
smaller stature, is mostly likely an
attendant. She wears a dark, short coat
with tight sleeves over a pleated skirt.
Dressed in fashionable garb, the two
larger female figures are probably the
principal donors, representing women
of high status in [the Xianbei] Western
Qin society. They wear a costume,
short coats over long pleated skirts, that
has become consistently associated
with nomadic women.”
Wong (2003: 87-9)
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alien Buddhism. The adoption of Confucianism implied the
adoption of the cultural values of the conquered, and carried the
danger of the eventual political predominance of the Chinese.
Shamanism, however, was regarded by the Chinese gentry as a
sort of superstition prevailing among the illiterate Chinese, and
hence did not look becoming to the conquerors. The Tuoba rulers
vigorously promoted the alien religion that had infiltrated China
not long ago, and encouraged the veneration of the Tuoba
emperor as “a Buddha incarnate.” As the divine protector of the
nation, Buddhism flourished as never before and the Chinese-style
bureaucracy was strongly reinforced by the Buddhist ideology of
Compassion and Wisdom.
Without infringing on the established rights of Chinese
landed gentry, Tuoba Wei enacted the Equal Field system in 485
and distributed uncultivated government lands to those who could
till them. This land-tenure system contained provisions for the
periodic reversion of allocated land to the state, and hence
partially subverted the private ownership of the land that had
been the norm under all previous Han Chinese states. The system
helped draw off manpower from the leading Chinese gentry
families, prevented the private landholdings of the gentry growing
out of hand into independent tax-exempt power centers, and
hence minimized the potential threat of local gentry to the
Xianbei suzerainty. The downfall of Northern Wei was not
brought about by the revolting, powerful Han Chinese gentry
elites. The system greatly increased the number of self-sufficient
taxable farms and agricultural production, enhanced government
revenue, and enabled the introduction of the fubing territorial
soldiery system by Western Wei in 550.
The wholesale Sinification of Tuoba court commenced
under the guidance of Empress Feng, the wife of Tuoba Jun
(r.452-65), a Han Chinese. In 493, her grandson, Xiaowen’di
(r.471-99), transferred the capital from Pingcheng to Luoyang, and
there the Tuoba aristocrats soon adopted the life-style of old Han
Chinese dignitaries while the common Tuoba continued to live on
the northern steppe lands as stock-breeders and warriors. Only
about 20% of the high offices were filled by Han Chinese in the
pre-471 period, but grew to some about 65% in the post-471
period. The frustrated generals and soldiers in the northern
frontier garrisons rebelled, and thus began the “re-Xianbei-
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Sui-Tang: Successors to Conquest Dynasties

ization” process.
A general from the Huaishuo garrison, Gao Huan,
placed a puppet emperor on the throne and established Eastern
Wei (534-50), transferring the capital to Ye. Another general from
the Wuchuan garrison, Yuwen Tai (505-56), placed yet another
member of the Tuoba imperial family as a figurehead emperor of
Western Wei (535-56) in the ancient capital Xi’an (Chang’an).
After a short time, Gao Huan’s heir made himself the emperor of
Northern Qi (550-77), and a man of the Yuwen family also made
himself emperor of Northern Zhou (557-81). Historians regard
the Yuwen Tai’s Western Wei and Northern Zhou as more
militaristic and pure-blooded Xianbei dynasties. The proportion
of Han Chinese high officials fell to 43% in Western Wei, and
further fell to about 17% in Northern Zhou.
Many historians, however, believe that Eastern Wei and
Northern Qi were essentially Han Chinese states. Indeed, just like
the Emperor Xiaowen’s court, nearly two thirds of the high
officials were Han Chinese. Gao Huan had established an
elaborate system of land allotment and taxation in kind on the
North China plain, to be implemented by Chinese gentry and
officials. The emperors, however, had maintained an imperial
guard of 120,000 Xianbei horsemen and, perhaps most
importantly, the official language of the Qi court was the Xianbei.
The ruling class of Qi was, after all, the descendants of garrison
soldiers who had hated the sinicizing reforms of the Xiaowen’di.
SUI-TANG: SUCCESSORS TO THE XIANBEI CONQUEST DYNASTIES

In 753, Tang Xuanzong (r.712-56) appointed a royal
scion of each of the Northern Wei, Northern Zhou, and Sui as
the Duke of Han (韓公), Duke of Jie (介公), and Duke of Xi (酅
公), respectively, according to the Jiu Tangshu, “as was done
previously.” The Tang rulers propagated their dynasty as the
legitimate heir to the preceding dynasties, maintaining the ancient
Zhou ritual of selecting a royal scion from each of the preceding
dynasties and honoring them in their representative capacity (Sanke
三恪). According to the Xin Tangshu and Zizhi Tongjian, the Tang
rulers apparently regarded their dynasty as the heir to the three
preceding conquest dynasties: Tuoba-Xianbei Wei, Yuwen Tai’s
Zhou, and Yang Jian’s Sui. According to the Songshi that was
compiled by Ouyang Xuan in the final days of the Yuan dynasty

6.9. Northern Wei period wall painting
of Buddha: (top) Cave 175, and
(bottom) Cave 196, Kizil, Xinjiang
Uiguhr Autonomous Region
Sculptures and paintings “with a
smooth body and no indication of
draperies were quite popular…in the
area from Kucha to Beicheng” along
the northern Silk Road.
Su Bai in Watt, et al. (2004: 85)

Xianbei Roots of the Sui-Tang Dynasties

6.10. Northern Wei embroidered silk
(split stitch on tabby) found between
Caves 125 and 126, Dunhuang, Gansu,
and dated 487. 敦煌硏究院
Dunhuang Research Institute
(top) “According to the inscription …
the donor of this piece is Yuanjia 元嘉
(Huian 慧安), the second Prince of
Guangyang 廣陽王 [among the four
generations bearing the title] …”
(middle) The two male donors on the
right were probably a monk and the
prince. (bottom) The female donors in
the left were the nun, the mother of
Prince of Guangyang, his wife, and two
daughters. Watt, et al. (2004: 172-3)
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(1206-1368), people at that time seem to have accepted, without
reservation, the idea that “Tang was a successor to Sui; Sui to
Northern Zhou and Qi; and all of them to Tuoba-Xianbei Wei.” 4
An obscure Chinese man named Cui Chang had
attempted to make Tang officially the heir of the Shang-ZhouHan dynasties, and succeeded in letting the senile Xuanzong
implement the idea, but only for 3 years (750-3). In 750, Cui
Chang was made a high official for his suggestion and Wei Bao,
Xueshi of Jixian-dian Academy, who had supported Chang, was
promoted. Three years later, however, the idea man and his
supporter were both charged with deluding the emperor and were
demoted. The scions of Wei-Zhou-Sui were restored to Sanke.
The object of Chapter 7 is to delve into the roots of the
Sui-Tang founders and the nature of their states in order to show
that the Tang rulers could justifiably claim that their dynasty was
the legitimate heir to the Tuoba-Xianbei Wei, Northern Zhou, and
Sui dynasties.
The Suishu asserts that the ancestor of Sui Wendi (Yang
Jian) was Yang Zhen of the Han dynasty, but the record on
lineage jumps to the 8th generation descendant who had served
the Murong-Xianbei as a governor. The 9th generation descendant
made his home at the Wuchuan Garrison to serve the TuobaXianbei dynasty. His son and grandson served Northern Wei as
governors. Yang Jian’s father and grandfather were Wei generals.
When Northern Wei split in two, Yang Jian’s father followed
Yuwen Tai of the Wuchuan Garrison. Yang Jian succeeded to his
father’s title and became the Duke of Sui. In 557, the 16-year-old
Yang Jian was married to the 13 year-old seventh daughter of
Dugu Xin who was from a distinguished Xianbei clan that had
made its home also at the Wuchuan garrison. Dugu Xin’s eldest
daughter was married to the first Northern Zhou emperor
(Yuwen Tai’s first son, Mingdi, r.557-60), the seventh to Yang Jian,
the founder of Sui dynasty, and the fourth to the father of Li
Yuan, the founder of Tang dynasty. In 561, Yang Jian’s infant
(eldest) daughter was betrothed to the Prince Imperial of the
Zhou emperor Wu (Yuwen Tai’s second son, r.560-78) who
conquered Northern Qi in 577. When the next Zhou emperor
(Yang Jian’s son-in-law) died in 580, Yang Jian became the regent
for the 8-year-old new emperor. Liquidating the Yuwen family in
the following year, he founded the Sui dynasty, and unified
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mainland China.
Tang Gaozu (Li Yuan) was the first cousin to Sui Yangdi.
The Jiu Tangshu asserts that the seventh generation ancestor of Li
Yuan was a Han Chinese, but four generations of his immediate
ancestors had served the Tuoba-Xianbei as generals, who had
settled at the Wuchuan garrison, and the one preceding them as
governor. Li Yuan’s grandfather, Li Hu, became one of the Eight
Pillars of State, the chief commanders associated with the Yuwen
Tai’s founding the Northern Zhou. Hu was ennobled as the Duke
of Tang, and the title was inherited by Li Yuan at the age of
seven. Li Yuan was married to a daughter of a great Northern
Zhou general whose wife was an elder sister of Wudi of Northern
Zhou. Li Yuan’s wife was a granddaughter of Yuwen Tai and was
brought up at the Wudi’s court.
The Sui-Tang founders belonged to the core ruling
families that had served the Xianbei conquest dynasties generation
after generation, speaking the Xianbei language for as much as
179 years (for the Li Yuan’s family) or more than 211 years (for
the Yang Jian’s family) by the time they founded the Sui or Tang
dynasty.
As successors to the Xianbei conquest dynasties, Sui and
Tang adapted the “dual system” inherited from the so-called
Northern Dynasties to the needs of unified mainland China. They
maintained the Buddhist ideology imposed upon the Chinese-style
bureaucracy and reinstituted the Equal Field system, the
innovations by Tuoba Wei; and they kept recruiting the fubing army
mostly from the ethnically variegated Guanzhong and Shanxi area,
an innovation by the Yuwen Tai’s Zhou.
Yuwen Tai had institutionalized the fubing system in 550
in order to augment the Xianbei army with the frontier Han
Chinese and Turco-Tibetan tribal peoples in the Guanzhong area.
Among the 353 fubing regimental headquarters maintained under
the reign of Tang Taizong, 261 were located in the Guanzhong
area, and the remaining 92 were mostly located in nearby areas
such as modern Shanxi. That is, most of the early Tang army was
recruited from the original base of Yuwen Tai and the Tang
founder, Li Yuan. Western Wei, Northern Zhou, Sui, and the early
Tang could successfully co-opt and mobilize the frontier Han
Chinese and various Turco-Tibetan tribal peoples who were well
experienced in life under the Xianbei conquerors. Few fubing

Fubing Based on the Equal Field System

1.11. Tuoba-Xianbei gold plaque with
four animals and inscription of Yituo Jin

猗㐌(拖)金 found at Xiaobazitan 小
覇子灘, Ulanqab League 烏蘭察布盟.
Inner Mongolian Zizhiqu Museum
“This is the most important Xianbei
plaque …inscribed with the name Yituo
(d.305), a leader of the Tuoba Xianbei
… a standard example for dating
Xianbei objects of the late third to early
fourth century.” Watt, et al. (2004: 127)

1.12. Northern Wei Dynasty (386-534)
Cave 9 dated 470-94, Yungang,

雲崗石窟 Datong, Shanxi Province

Examination System & Xianbei Aristocracy

1.13. Northern Qi (550-77) period
guardian warrior with shield.
Earthenware with pigments excavated
from the tomb (dated 566) of Cui Ang
(崔䀚) who was a high ranking official.
Pingshan, Hebei. Hebei Provincial
Museum. “The facial hair suggests that
he represents one of the many non-Han
groups found in North China at the
time.” Watt, et al. (2004: 242-3)
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regiments were ever set up in the east and south because the
Xianbei rulers simply did not trust the people in the eastern and
southern plains. About a thousand years later, the Manchus could
successfully co-opt the Liaodong Han Chinese and the Inner
Mongolians to mobilize them for the conquest of mainland
China. The Qing rulers treated the Liaodong Han Chinese as
honorary Manchus, but never trusted the mainland Chinese.
Sui Wendi began recruiting the Han Chinese gentry
scholars for lower level government service by formally
institutionalizing the rather irregular old Han examination system
that had supplemented the practice of appointment by
recommendation. The Sui-Tang rulers, as the heirs to the Xianbei
conquest dynasties, emphasized not only the Confucian moral
principle of filial piety, but also the “poetic ability” in
examinations to select officials, especially so in the jinshi
examination. Even during the Tang period, however, the
formalized recommendation-cum-examination system never
produced more than 10% of the total bureaucracy, and just as
many of the examination candidates were aristocrats who had
studied rather leisurely at the academies. Throughout the Sui-Tang
period, the high-ranking positions in the central government were
almost completely monopolized by the hereditary Xianbei
aristocracy who were the carry-over from the Xianbei conquest
dynasties. The yin privilege (the employment of sons because their
fathers held government positions) had further limited the
effectiveness of the newly created examination system.
The Sui-Tang rulers institutionalized the examination
system that acted as a catalyst to replace the aristocracy-dominated
officialdom in the conquest dynasties with a meritocracy
dominated by the Neo-Confucian gentry scholars in the following
Han Chinese dynasties, the Song and Ming. Only about 6,000
persons passed the examination for the jinshi degree during the
289 years of the Tang dynasty. The annual average was about 20,
and never exceeded 30, even during the peak. On the other hand,
about 10,000 persons passed the jinshi exam during the 22-year
reign of Song Taizong (r.976-97).
In order to bolster imperial authority and to enhance
social harmony, the Sui-Tang rulers had also imposed the
ideological superstructure of Buddhism upon the Chinese-style
bureaucracy. Sui Wendi tried to legitimate his rule by presenting
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himself as a divinely ordained Buddhist emperor. The founding
family of the Tang dynasty was naturally Buddhist. Taizong
vigorously supported Buddhism, appealing for the support of the
faithful throughout the empire. In 691, Empress Wu established
Buddhism as the state religion. The Han Chinese emperors had
traditionally cast their claim of the legitimacy of their mandate in
terms of the Confucian ideology of virtue. The rulers of
conquest dynasties, including the emperors of Sui and Tang, relied
heavily on the Buddhist ideology to enhance their legitimacy.
According to Sinocentric ideology, Sui and Tang are the
paragon of pure-blooded Han Chinese dynasty (to be succeeded
by the Han Chinese Song and Ming). The historians further
declare that “the aristocratic rule was replaced by meritocracy in
mainland China after the fall of Tang.” This completely ignores
the existence of the aristocracy-dominated Liao-Jin-Yuan-Qing
conquest dynasties. In May 1911, the very final days of Qing, the
Manchu rulers were forced to offer a responsible Cabinet, but
nine out of the thirteen ministers appointed were still the
Manchu-Mongol aristocrats. Until the very end of the Qing
dynasty, the high ranking positions in conquest dynasties were
almost completely monopolized by the hereditary aristocracy, and
only the lower ranking positions in mainland China were mostly
filled by the Han Chinese gentry scholars.
When the Tang dynasty perished, the Tang aristocracy
also disappeared, together with its prominent collaborators, the
ever-faithful Han Chinese dignitaries. Less than 2.5% of Northern
Song high officials came from the prominent Han Chinese
collaborator families of the Tang dynasty. The Qidan-Xianbei,
fresh from Western Manchuria, had their own hereditary
aristocracy. Huang Chao and Zhu Wen had slaughtered many
high-ranking Han Chinese gentry officials. The Qidans chose few
of the survivors as their collaborators; they preferred to choose
their own. The Han Chinese Song-Ming rulers wanted to build up
their own new officialdom, though from the same landed-gentry
stratum, equipped with an entirely different mindset: the inborn
pride of serving the native dynasty. The proven system of “rule
by compatriot aristocracy and Chinese collaborators,” however,
continued in Liao, Jin, Yuan, and Qing.
Many historians know that the origins of the Tang
dynasty were not Han Chinese, and yet they persist in

Aristocracy Ruled Liao, Jin, Yuan and Qing

1.14. Fifth century Tuoba Wei warriors
(Earthenware excavated at Hohhot).
Inner Mongolian Zizhiqu Museum

1.15. Dunhuang Cave 285, 6th century

1.16. Sui civil and military officials from
the tomb of Shi Shewu (史射勿),

寧夏回族自治區固原市 固原博物館
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Alien Rules Punctuated by Native Ones

conceptualizing Tang as one of the greatest native dynasties in
Chinese history. Chinese historians almost always mention Tang
together with the pure-blooded Han Chinese Song. In the TangSong package of dynasties, the first is praised “as a period of
vigorous growth and brilliant achievements and the second as one
of literary and artistic maturity.” Only by making Tang the
paragon of Han Chinese dynasties can they maintain their
traditional view of Chinese imperial history as governed by a
series of the Han Chinese ruling houses “punctuated by alien
ones,” pretending that the conquest dynasties were simply the
“barbarian interlude in Chinese history.” If the Sui and Tang
dynasties were ever classified as non-Chinese, then Chinese
imperial history would be composed of dynasties governed by a
series of alien ruling houses “punctuated by native ones.” The
Song and Ming dynasties would then be reduced to a mere “native
interlude in Chinese dynastic history.” Furthermore, the Song
could maintain a place in history by paying tributes to the Liao
and then Jin conquest dynasties in the north and maintaining the
inferior status of “subject or nephew emperor.”
1.17. Koguryeo Sam-sil tomb

三室塚 Ji’an, Jilin
Dated late 4th-early 5th century.

1.18. Deok-heung-ri tomb of a
Koguryeo dignitary Zhen (鎭 331-408)

南浦德興里

UNIFIED MAINLAND CHINA AND THE YEMAEK KINGDOMS

Chapter 8 first highlights the unified mainland China
confronting the macro-Tugusic state in Manchuria, and then
delineates the ensuing rise and fall of the dynasties in East Asia.
The Rouran Empire (402-552) was superseded by the
Eastern Turkish Empire (552-630). As an heir to the Xianbei
conquest dynasties, Sui Wendi conquered South China, clearing
the ground for Li Yuan to commence the Tang dynasty with a
unified mainland China. Eastern Turks became subservient to Sui,
and then subjugated by Tang in 630.
The Yemaek Koguryeo co-opted the Mohe-Nüzhen
Tungus in eastern Manchuria c.400. Northern Wei had maintained
peaceful coexistence with Koguryeo, but the Sui-Tang rulers made
war on this macro-Tungusic state, generating a diastrophism. The
recorded number of combat troops mobilized by Sui Yangdi for
the war against Koguryeo was more than twice as large as the
number of soldiers mobilized to conquer South China. After each
defeat, the conquest of Koguryeo became a greater obsession of
the Sui rulers. Every campaign, however, ended so disastrously
that before long the war-exhausted Sui Empire crumbled. Tang
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Unified Mainland and Yemaek Kingdoms

was saved from reenacting the fate of Sui only by the Taizong’s
timely death in 649.
Empress Wu, in alliance with the Silla, was able to
conquer Paekche in 660 and Koguryeo in 668, but fighting against
the Silla began in 671, and the Tang army was expelled from the
Korean Peninsula by 676. The Tibetans defeated a large Tang
army in 678, and defense against the Tibetans became a far more
urgent matter. There emerged the Second Eastern Turkic Empire
(682-741). The Eastern Turks stretched from the Greater Xing’an
Range to the Altai Mountains with their seat on the upper
Orkhon. The vast Western Turkic realm became divided into five
independent regions stretching from Zungaria-Tarim to the
Volga-Caucasus steppe and lower Danube region.
In Manchuria, there appeared a full-fledged macroTungusic Parhae (698-926). By uniting with the Yemaek Tungus
of central Manchuria, the Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus of eastern
Manchuria were able to establish a dynasty for the first time in
their ethnic history. The Tang were expelled from the Liao River
basin by the mid-eighth century, retreating behind the Great Wall.
Tang was neither powerful for long, nor long-lived. Sui
had lasted 37 years. The “barbarian” vigor of Tang lasted only 31
years, until 649, and the imperial power was taken over by Wu
Zetian by 660. Empress Wu ruled China, first through Gaozong,
then through her young sons, and finally as empress of a new
dynasty. It was the Xianbei tradition of actively managing women
in the Sui-Tang court, coupled with alien Buddhist ideology, that
enabled Wu Zetian to make herself Empress of Zhou (690-705).
After the early 8th century, the polarization of land ownership
destroyed the Equal Field system and hence the foundation of
fubing, quickening the shift towards a mercenary army. Uighur
Turks helped Tang put down the An Lushan rebellion, and
became the extortioner-cum-protector. Its territory being divided
into a number of de-facto independent states under military
governors, Tang went into coma after the An Lushan rebellion
(755-62), apparently died in the Huang Chao rebellion (875-84),
and was officially buried in 907 by Zhu Wen, a Han Chinese
general of peasant-rebel origin.

1.19. (Top & Bottom) 氐前秦/羌後秦
armored horse and mounted musician
earthenware from Xi’an dated c.351417, Shaanxi Institute of Archeology;
(Middle) 5th century Northern Wei
earthenware from Hohhot, with groom

QIDAN-XIANBEI, ANOTHER CLAIMANT OF SUI-TANG SUCCESSOR

The Qidan originated from the Yuwen-Xianbei that had

in Xianbei tunic and conical hat with
long flaps, Neimenggu Zizhiqu Museum
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Another Claimant of Sui-Tang Successor

1.20. Tomb guardian warrior of Tang
(left) 彩繪天王木俑 from the tomb
(dated 688) of Zhang Xiong (張雄 584633) and his wife (607-88), 新疆維吾

爾自治區 吐魯蕃 阿斯塔那206號墓
Astana, Turfan Xinjiang Uighur Zizhiqu
Museum; (right) 鎭墓武士陶俑 from
the tomb of Shi Daoluo 史道洛夫婦

墓, Ningxia Zizhiqu, Guyuan Museum
寧夏回族自治區 固原市固原博物館
Abramson (2003) states: “beginning in
the seventh century, [the tomb
guardians] were gradually replaced by
Buddhist protective deities known…as
the Four Great Heavenly Kings (四大

been crushed by the Murong-Xianbei in 345 and split into the
Shiwei, Xi and Qidan branches. The Qidan lived around the
Xilamulun River, with the Xi in the south and west and the Shiwei
in the north. The Qidan-Xianbei later became the tributaries of
the Tuoba-Xianbei Wei. In 479, a large section of the Qidan,
threatened by the expansion of the Rourans in Mongolia (who
founded a steppe empire in 402 that lasted 150 years, until 552),
moved southeastward into the middle valley of the Liao River.
The Qidan became dependent on Koguryeo in 553. During the
Tang campaign against Koguryeo in 645, however, the Qidans
fought on the side of the Tang. In return, the Tang court
bestowed on the chieftain of the Qidan confederation the
imperial surname Li in 648, and tried to control the Qidan tribes
indirectly.
The Qidan-Xianbei tribes came to occupy the Liaoxi
area near modern Jehol and, in 696-7, launched a massive invasion
of Hebei. Empress Wu sought help from the eastern Turks who
were able to so thoroughly destroy the Qidan as to eliminate their
threat to the Tang for more than two centuries. The Eastern
Turkic Empire was replaced by the Uighur Turkic Empire (744840). The Qidan became vassals of the Uighur Turks who were
destroyed by the wild Kirghiz Turks in 840. In the 920s, the
Kirghiz Turks were driven out of the Orkhon region by Qidan
Liao, and went back to the Yenisei steppes, creating a power
vacuum on the Mongolian steppe for almost three hundred years
until the unification by Chinggis Khan in 1206.

天王). They display… exaggerated
features…of barbarian images… NonHan themselves…were believed to
possess extraordinary powers to ward
off supernatural and natural dangers…
The protective deities…at Dunhuang
seem to possess increasingly
exaggerated barbarian physical
features…not only the result of…the
near total acceptance of Buddhism’s
extra-Chinese origins…but also from a
growing consciousness of the power
associated with fluid ethnic boundaries
and the figure of the barbarian (ibid:

QIDAN-XIANBEI CONQUEST DYNASTY WITH DUAL GOVERNMENT

While the Xianbei cousins who had settled themselves in
mainland China came to lose every vestige of their military valor,
the Qidan-Xianbei tribes could apparently uphold their nomadic
warrior tradition on the western Manchurian steppe. When the
Tang dynasty of the Tuoba-Xianbei provenance was deposed, the
Qidans who originated in the Yuwen-Xianbei, were among the
claimants to the Chinese throne, feeling fully justified in their
claim.
It took a mere 29 years after the fall of Tang for another
Xianbei dynasty to occupy North China down to the Beijing area
(in 936) in the name of Qidan Liao (907-1125). The time lag
became shorter, but the turmoil depicted as the Era of Five
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High-sounding Titles of Chinese Officials

Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms (907-79) still lasted 72 years.
Chapter 9 observes the Qidan-Xianbei first unifying Manchuria
and then establishing a conquest dynasty. Abaoji (r.907-26)
conquered Parhae in 926, establishing a proto-pan-Manchurian
Xianbei-Tungus state. Deguang (r.927-47) personally led a 50,000
cavalry force to destroy the Later Tang army near Taiyuan, and
acquired the Sixteen Prefectures in 936 from the founder of the
Shatuo Jin dynasty as a payment for his help.
The dual system of governance was blatantly dualized by
the Liao rulers in the form of mutually independent dual
government under the emperor’s inner council. The northern area
of less than one million Qidan people was governed according to
tribal law by the officials dressed in the traditional Qidan costume.
The southern area of three million Chinese was governed by
Chinese-style bureaucracy staffed almost entirely by the Han
Chinese who were the talented literati or ex-officials captured by
or who voluntarily crossed over to the Liao early on, and then by
the Han Chinese who were recruited from the landed-gentry
through examinations, recommendations, and hereditary yin
privileges, all dressed in Chinese style. The Qidans were employed
in government positions under the traditional system of
hereditary succession to office. Hereditary officials were
appointed from specific families or certain lineages of specific
clans according to the rule of hereditary selection.
Every Liao emperor was constantly on the move, in
order to make all the important decisions personally. On these
peregrinations he was accompanied by most of the great officers
of the Northern Administration. By contrast, only a single prime
minister and a small group of secretaries from the Southern
Administration were included in his entourage. Thus the Southern
Administration was essentially an executive organization for the
Han Chinese peasants. The high-sounding titles of its officers
should not conceal the fact that routine decision making and all
military authority were concentrated in the emperor’s Qidan
entourage drawn from the Northern Administration. The
southern officials were specifically excluded from decisions on
military affairs at court.
The Qidan and other surrendered tribes were mobilized
to serve in the supra-tribal military units called ordo or in the
regional tribal armies. All persons between fifteen and fifty years

141-2). … We should not overlook the
close association between barbarians
and military protection. Non-Han
troops, mostly with Inner Asian ethnic
origins, were a mainstay of the Tang
armies, and non-Han generals
occupied the highest levels of the
military. … [I]t seems logical that
images of protective deities would take
on features of their mortal equivalents
(ibid: 145).”

1.21. Tomb guardian warriors (天王)
of Tang: (top) 8 century, Baoji 寶雞,
th

Shaanxi (bottom) c.725, Xi’an

Ordo-Tribal Army and Dual Government

1.22. Pottery of Tang civil and military
officials excavated from the tomb
(dated 664) of a military commander
Zheng Rentai 唐左武衛大將軍 鄭仁

泰(601-63) at Liquan 禮泉縣. Shaanxi
History Museum 陝西歷史博物館
C. Jenny Liu notes: “When Zheng
died…at his post in the northwest,
Gaozong (r.650-83) decreed that he be
buried in Zhaoling, the imperial grounds
of his father, Taizong (r.627-49), at the
expense of the state. Presumably, the
tomb was furnished with accoutrements
from the imperial workshops [of the
imperial craftsmen].” Watt (2004: 294)

1.23. Civil servant clay figure excavated
from the tomb of Li Xi’an (678-741),
Tang Ruizong’s (睿宗 r.684, 710-2)
eldest son, at Pucheng, Shaanxi.

陝西省 蒲城縣 惠陵 李憲墓
陝西省 考古硏究所
Shaanxi Institute of Archeology
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of age were placed on a military register. Each regular soldier had
three horses, one forager, and one orderly. There were also tribal
detachments, numbering somewhere between seventy-five and
one hundred thousand regular soldiers, at the frontier garrisons.
An ordo army of a hundred thousand horsemen was always ready
to strike before the tribal armed forces and militia could be
mobilized. Few Qidan officials and cavalry soldiers were stationed
in the southern Han Chinese regions. The grasslands of tribal
regions remained the domain of the Qidan and other tribal
followers. So completely was the Liao army a Qidan monopoly
that, until the very last, military secrets were withheld from
Chinese officials.
In the Han Chinese Song, the hereditary aristocracy of
the conquest dynasties was completely replaced by the scholarofficials selected through the examination system. It was the Han
Chinese Song that abolished the recommendation requirements
for the examinations. In Song and Ming, Confucian learning and
examinations, not the hereditary aristocracy, became the major
path to office and wealth. The return to Confucianism in the
Song-Ming dynasties marked the return to the Chinese cultural
heritage and the strengthening of the sense of Chineseness.
The Parhae were conquered after a violent military
assault, and they were governed with great severity. Repeated
attempts to shake off the hated Liao yoke resulted in intensified
measures of repression. Under these circumstances the number
of Parhae who became Qidan soldiers was unusually small. Only
18% of total Parhae adult males were included in the ordos while
more than 40% of adult males of the Qidan and other nonParhae tribes were mobilized as the ordos.
The devotion to Buddhism by the Liao emperors is well
documented. To the devout Liao rulers, Buddhism was an
“imperial religion” that was compatible with their cherished tribal
beliefs. The influence of Buddhism decreased in the Han Chinese
dynasties of Song and Ming, but Buddhism reached its peak
under the conquest dynasties. Although the Han Chinese and
many western scholars assert that the Qidan conquerors soon
became sinicized (and hence “civilized”), the Qidans continued to
maintain the center of their political and military power in their
old tribal territory of northern Jehol; they never abandoned their
typically tribal political and military organization nor their former
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Mengan-Mouke Socio-Military Organization

secular traditions or religious beliefs; and the mass of the Qidan
people continued to pursue their pastoral activities.
NÜZHEN WITH THE MENGAN-MOUKE SOCIO-MILITARY INSTITUTION

The Qidan-Xianbei Liao was replaced by another
Manchurian dynasty, Nüzhen Jin (1115-1234), that could conquer
North China down to the Huai River. Chapter 10 examines the
Mohe-Nüzhen of eastern Manchuria occupying all of Manchuria
in 1119-21 and conquering Northern Song six years later. The
proto-pan-Manchurian Liao dynasty was destroyed in its home
base by the woodsmen of eastern Manchuria. Aguda (r.1115-23),
the founder of Jin dynasty, destroyed a huge Qidan army allegedly
containing 700,000 men under the personal command of the last
Liao emperor in 1115. His younger brother, Wuchimai (r.1123-35),
captured the Liao emperor in 1125 and entered the Song capital,
Kaifeng, in 1126.
The art of conquest apparently became public
knowledge by this time, and no time lag from then on intervened
between one conquest dynasty replacing another. Perhaps they
had reached the stage as depicted by Lattimore (1934: 54-5, 75)
that the only thing needed was the emergence of a great tribal
leader through fierce tribal infighting, the subsequent conquest of
mainland China becoming a matter of course.
The Nüzhens, although forest tribes, had a fine cavalry.
Their tribal organization and their archery and horsemanship
perfected by hunting had produced a military tradition similar to
their nomadic neighbors. The entire Mohe-Nüzhen population
was organized into a comprehensive socio-military tribal
institution called Mengan-Mouke under the hereditary chieftains
with assigned land for farming. A Mouke was the basic unit,
consisting of 300 households and providing 100 regular and 100
auxiliary soldiers in time of war. A Mengan was composed of
seven to ten Mouke, constituting the basic unit in the Jin imperial
armies. All able-bodied males served as soldiers, and male slaves
also served as auxiliary soldiers. The settling of troops at the
strategic military colonies throughout the conquered land of
North China to perform garrison duties, with the additional task
of cultivating land, was a practice of both the Mohe-Nüzhens and
the latter-day Nüzhen-Manchus. The Mengan-Mouke system, like
the Eight Banners system of the Qing dynasty, was not only a

1.24. Tang earthenware excavated from
the tomb of Zheng Rentai (鄭仁泰 601
-63), Liquan. Shaanxi History Museum

1.25. Excavated from Tomb No. 187 of
a member of the Zhang Xiong (584633) family at Astana, Turfan
Xinjiang Uiguhr Zizhiqu Museum

Nüzhens Need No Northern Government

1.26. A group of painted pottery hunting
figures from the tomb of Yu Yin (于隱)
and Princess Jinxiang at Xi’an
th

dated early 8 century
Xi’an Municipal Institute of Archeology
and Preservation of Cultural Relics,

1.27. Northern Qi (550-77) Buddhist
stele dated 563, excavated at Haoxian,
Anhui Province.
Anhui Provincial Museum
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military but a socio-cultural institution. The origin of remarkable
regimentation of tribal population under the Mongols could be
traced to the Nüzhen tradition. The army units in Jin, Yuan, and
Qing were also the basic units of their tribal society.
Jin inherited the dual administrative structure of Liao,
and preserved the Qidan and Han Chinese local functionaries to
rule the newly acquired territories. Since the Nüzhen tribes were
organized into the Mengan-Mouke system, the Jin rulers found it
unnecessary to set up a separate “northern” government as did
the Qidans, and simply filled most high-ranking positions of the
central government with the Nüzhen aristocracy. The examination
system played a greater role (in recruiting the Han Chinese
officials from landed gentry) under Nüzhen Jin than under Qidan
Liao and Mongol Yuan. The Nüzhen Jinshi degree was introduced
later, but the Nüzhens as a whole continued to advance their
careers without degree qualifications. The Nüzhen military men
and aristocrats occupied the most important positions in the
government, and made all the important decisions while even the
Chinese prime ministers could not participate in the processes of
important decision-making. The Han Chinese scholar-officials
constituted approximately 60% of the total number of officials,
and were employed mostly as clerks, judges, and accountants.
The Jinshi says that the elder brother of Hanbu, the
founding ancestor of the Wanyan clan, was a Buddhist. According
to the Essentials of Koryeo History, Hanbu himself was a Koryeo
monk. The Jin emperors made huge donations to the Buddhist
temples that set the example of patronage for the Nüzhen
aristocracy. Shizong (r.1161-89) opposed ethnic integration; tried
to make hunting popular among the Nüzhens; instituted a
program to train Nüzhen elites in warfare and hunting; compelled
aristocrats to set up camp in Inner Mongolia or Manchuria to
toughen them up by experiencing a harsher life and to develop
their skills in riding and shooting; practiced the traditional Nüzhen
rituals; offered the Nüzhen Jinshi examinations in 1173; set up the
Nüzhen Imperial Academy at the capital and local schools in all
the routes in order to promote Nüzhen learning; in 1174, forbade
the imperial guards to speak Chinese; and in 1188 prohibited the
Nüzhen from wearing Chinese clothes.
When the Nüzhen Jin came under sustained Mongol
attack in the 1210s, the Qidans asserted their independence,
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Mongols Co-opt Turks and Assimilate Qidans

implying that the Nüzhens could not successfully co-opt the
Qidan-Xianbei. The Qidan people remained a close ethnic entity
under Jin. When the Mongols invaded Jin, the Qidan military
commanders who switched sides participated in operations
against the Jin in association with the Mongol armies. Though
deficient in cohesion, the Liao and Jin dynasties, at least formally,
represent the grouping of the Xianbei and the Tungus within the
framework of a pan-Manchurian conquest dynasty for the first
time in their ethnic history, presaging the surprisingly cohesive
union to be achieved by Manchu Qing.
MONGOLS CO-OPT THE TURKS AND ASSIMILATE THE QIDANS

The Chinggis Khan’s Mongol tribe was a branch of the
Shiwei that had originated from the Yuwen-Xianbei. In the early
years of Abaoji’s time (872-926), the Qidan had conquered seven
tribes of the Shiwei. In 901 and again in 904-7, Abaoji mounted a
series of campaigns against the Shiwei in the north and
incorporated some of the Shiwei tribes into the Qidan
confederation, while some other Shiwei tribes started their
migration westward. By chasing the Rouran (a Donghu-Xianbei
tribe) into full nomadism in 394, the Tuoba-Xianbei had provoked
the creation of a militarily strong steppe force, united by the
Rouran confederacy (402-552). By chasing the Shiwei Mongols
into full nomadism in the early tenth century, Abaoji had
provoked the creation of the Chinggis Khanite Mongolian force.
The Shiwei-Mongols of Yuwen-Xianbei provenance had
metamorphosed into full-time nomads on the Mongolian steppe,
and then conquered the whole of mainland China in the name of
Mongol Yuan (1206-1368). Ögödei (Ugedei, r.1229-41) destroyed
Jin by 1234, and Khubilai (r.1260-94) destroyed Song by 1279.
Chapter 11 observes the Shiwei-Mongols unifying the Mongolian
steppe, destroying the Manchurian conquest dynasty in North
China, assimilating the Qidan, and co-opting the Turks to rule
over “All under Heaven.”
The Chinggis Khan’s family had been outer vassals of
the Jin court for many years before Temujin’s rise to power, and
hence many features of the Mongol military system were derived
from its counterpart in the Nüzhen Jin system. A tribe or clan
exceeding a thousand fighters was divided into several units of
1,000. Each unit was assigned grazing land, and the families were

1.28. A Buddha allegedly carved into
the image of Empress Wu at the
temple for Tang Taizong in Lungmen,
constructed by Gaozong.

1.29. Mural of Tang civil officials
excavated from the tomb (dated 724) of
Prince Huizhuang (the second son of
Ruizong, r. 684-90, 710-2) at Pucheng.

陝西省 蒲城縣 惠莊太子墓
陝西省 考古硏究所
Shaanxi Institute of Archeology

Mongols Rule without Buffer of Gentry Official

1.30. A Liao general painted on the 11th
century wooden door excavated from a
tomb at Balin Right Banner 巴林右旗.

1.31. Early 11th century Liao
Bodhisattva from Wanbu Huayanjing
Pagoda 萬部華嚴經塔, Hohhot.
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also put under the same administration that was commanded by
the hereditary military officers. The Mongol military, just like the
Mengan-Mouke army of Nüzhen Jin, was an all-embracing
organization, encompassing all the military, administrative, and
fiscal functions and involving the entire Mongol population.
Chinggis (r.1206-27) placed his personal followers and
the members of his family at the head of the newly created
Mengan units as chiliarch or at the head of the larger army
comprised of many Mengan units as myriarch. He thus converted
the fickle confederation of treacherous tribal armies into a
centralized and hierarchical force led by commanders personally
loyal to him. In order to overcome the numerical inferiority, the
Mongols effectively co-opted for their empire building almost the
entire Turkic peoples that had been scattered all over the Eurasian
continent. Sharing identical ethnic roots, the Qidans thoroughly
melted into the Mongols and, unlike the Turks, simply
disappeared from history after the Mongol rule.
The Mongols borrowed many Central Asian
administrative and governing techniques, and ruled the Han
Chinese mostly with foreigners without yielding the administrative
machine to the Chinese officials selected from the landed gentry.
So deep was the Mongols’ distrust of their Chinese subjects that
even the local offices were often held by members of the
conquering groups or, worse still, by the illiterate and corrupt
petty Chinese functionaries. A total of approximately 1,200
persons passed the 16 Jinshi examinations conducted between
1315-35 and 1341-68, with the quota of 25% each of Mongols,
Se-mu, Northern Chinese, and Southern Chinese. The Mongol
yoke without the buffer of Chinese scholar-officials provoked a
strong nationalistic sentiment among the Han Chinese against the
alien conquerors. The Mongols ignored an important principle of
the Dual System, and in consequence were expelled by mass
rebellions, just like the Xiongnu Later Zhao regime (319-352 CE).
Yuan was the first conquest dynasty ever expelled by a Chinese
peasant rebellion with the support of ill-treated literati elite.
Khubilai himself observed the practices of shamanism,
and Lamaism, retaining many shamanistic rituals, became the
national religion of the Mongols. The Mongol rulers resisted
Sinification by conducting their business in the Mongol language,
living in tents erected on the palace grounds, spending their
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Manchus Co-opt Mongols & Liaodong Chinese

summers in Mongolia, and discouraging Mongols from marrying
Chinese. As Yuan was at peace for a long time, the fighting
capacity of the Mongol military households lost every vestige of
vigor. Yet the Mongols were still very much Mongols when the
Yuan dynasty’s days ran out. The Mongol rulers simply fled with
their troops, founding Northern Yuan in their old homelands.
MANCHUS CO-OPT THE MONGOLS AND LIAODONG HAN CHINESE

The Han Chinese Ming (1368-1644) had replaced the
Mongol Yuan only to be destroyed by the Manchurian woodsmen
in 1644. It took 43 years (from its inception as Later Jin) for the
Manchus to eradicate the last of the Ming rulers from mainland
China (in 1659), and to become the ruler of the multi-ethnic Qing
Empire. Chapter 12 unfolds the last phase of tripolar East Asia.
Nurhachi (b.1559 r.1616-26) completed the formation of
Manchu Eight Banners by 1616, the year he declared himself
Khan of Later Jin. The entire Nüzhen tribes were organized into
the highly militarized form of social organization called the Eight
Banners that constituted the hereditary socio-military system in
which the Manchu adult males provided active combat duty on
rotation, registered and protected their families and slaves, and
supervised work on their land. The lands assigned to bannermen
were kept scattered, and hence the banners did not become
territorial units. Banner units were organized along the traditional
tribal lines but were all personally attached to the emperor. They
also formed a talent pool from which individuals could be chosen
to function as civil bureaucrats.
Due to the incessant fighting among the heirs of
Chinggis Khan, the Mongols had been very much fragmented.
The Mongols in Inner Mongolia, now including the
Mongolianized Qidans, were successfully co-opted, and they
remained a faithful ally until the very end of the Qing dynasty.
The descendants of Chinggis Khan received positions of rank in
the Qing administration, commanding their own tribal people.
Intermarriage with Mongolian noble families further cemented
the alliance between the two peoples. Between 1612 and 1615,
Nurhachi and his sons together married six Mongolian women.
Huang’taiji (r.1627-43) expanded the marriage alliance policy,
marrying twelve of his daughters to Mongolian chieftains.
Shunzhi’s (r.1644-61) mother was a descendant of Genghis Khan,

1.32. Mongol fighters

1.33. Parade of a Qing gentry official.

Liaodong Dialect Becomes Mandarin

3

And, I may add, “those were also the

Han Chinese fubing soldiers recruited
by Yuwen Tai in 550 in the Guanzhong
area who served with the TuobaXianbei Zhou, rubbing shoulders with
the Turkic-Tibetan recruits, in the
conquest of the Gao Huan’s Qi in the
central plain of North China in 577.”

1.34. Box behind Hanging Board above
the Throne. 乾淸宮正大光明殿懸板
This throne hall within the “Great
Interior” was used for state business by
the Kangxi, Yongzheng and Qianlong
Emperors.

1.35. Qing secret palace memorial with
emperor’s vermilion comment. 奏摺
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and the grandmother of the Kangxi emperor (r.1662-1722).
Huang’taiji had established a parallel structure of
Mongol Eight Banners by 1635. Also mobilizing the Han Chinese
around the Liao River basin, Huang’taiji established eight full Han
Chinese banners by 1642. The Chinese bannermen constituted
almost 40 percent of the conquest force in 1644. Lattimore (1934:
66-7) contends that the frontier Han Chinese “takes on a new
character…genuinely rooted in the region…identify[ing] himself,
in a quasi-tribal manner, with the new frontier power … These
were the Chinese bannermen who served with the Manchus in the
conquest of China.”3
Less than 150,000 (Manchu, Mongol, and Liaodong Han
Chinese) bannermen, together with the Han Chinese collaborator
Wu San’gui, took over Ming China. After suppressing the Three
Feudatory Rebellions in 1673, the Manchu rulers positioned
Banner soldiers (estimated 42,253 as of 1760) at the 18 strategic
garrison cities. The vigor and intelligence, or rather the ingenuity,
of the Qing rulers enabled the conquest of all of mainland China,
using remarkably few human resources and without resorting to
the massacres and terrorizing destructiveness of the Mongols.
More than a decade prior to the conquest of mainland
China, Huang’taiji had established a Chinese-style administrative
system in Manchuria. Immediately after the conquest, many of the
Han Chinese bannermen from Liaodong were appointed to the
government bureaucracy. The Han Chinese officials were
thereafter selected mostly from the landed gentry through the
Confucian examination system, and the gentry-scholars came to
form the non-aristocratic public functionaries that worked for the
stability of rigid Neo-Confucian social order in mainland China.
The Altaicized Liaodong Chinese dialect, i.e., the
language of Han Chinese bannermen, was taken to Beijing by the
Manchu conquerors; consolidated its status as the language of
civil servants, Mandarin; and eventually became the official
language of modern China. Those Han Chinese who could pass
the provincial examinations by mastering classical Chinese had to
further master Mandarin as a second language if they really
wanted to become a member of the central bureaucracy. The rote
memorization of the Four Books in Mandarin pronunciation by
the Han Chinese gentry family members created an officialdom
that shared spoken and written language, entailing cultural and
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linguistic uniformity among the elites all over the empire.
The general ban on intermarriage remained in effect for
two hundred and fifty years, until 1901. Although marriages were
permitted between the families of Manchu and the Liaodong Han
Chinese bannermen, this constituted no break in the general
policy because they were considered Manchu and, particularly
when they lived in the north, behaved as such, acquiring not only
the speech, but the exact manners and even gestures of the oldfashioned Manchus.

Rule Mainland with Chinese Gentry Scholars

4

Rawski (1996: 832-3) notes: “In

contrast to the view that the Han
Chinese literati dominated Qing
governance, recent work identifies…
conquest elite, composed of banner
nobles and imperial kinsmen … was
superimposed upon the Han Chinese
bureaucracy. …Banner nobles, whether
of Manchu, Mongol, or Han descent,
were… privileged hereditary elite

RULING THE HAN CHINESE WITH CONFUCIAN GENTRY-SCHOLARS

whose titles and favored access to

High ranking positions in the Qing central government
were very much monopolized by the Manchus (and Mongols), but
the low-ranking provincial positions in mainland China were
almost exclusively filled by the Han Chinese gentry scholars. Local
officials managed their provinces in close cooperation with the
local degree holders (the lesser gentry). The Manchu rulers
vigorously enforced the fanatically Neo-Confucian socio-political
order tailored for the Han Chinese to realize their personal honor,
success, and wealth, and effectively indoctrinated the Han Chinese
into identifying the loyalty to the Manchu emperors as the loftiest
sentiments of Confucian tradition. The capable Chinese did the
work while the loyal Manchus checked up on them. 4
The Han Chinese landed-gentry families exhausted
themselves in preparing for the notoriously time-consuming NeoConfucian classics exams. The constant drilling in Confucian
moral principles and the writing of formalized essays kept the
minds of Han Chinese gentry-scholars so occupied that they had
little time for independent thought. The members of the degreeholders class were exempt from the corvée labor service and the
tax replacing it; enjoyed the legal privilege of commutation for
minor offenses (exempt from the demeaning humiliation of being
lashed); enjoyed a social prestige recognized by everybody and
evidenced outwardly by special scholars’ gowns and hat-buttons;
and were freed from the oppression of the minor functionaries
(being received courteously by officials). The Han Chinese who
could pass the civil service examinations enjoyed enormous
prestige and privileges even when not holding official positions,
securing maximal returns by collaborating with the conquest
regime but they had to undergo routine examinations to retain

office stemmed from the achievements
of their ancestors during the conquest
period. …Banner nobles and banner
officials sat on the Deliberative Council,
the major policy-making body during
the seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries. … [S]tudy of the origins of
the Grand Council points to the
‘Manchu preponderance in government’
in the Shunzhi (r.1644-61) and Kangxi
(r.1662-1722) reigns. … Imperial
kinsmen became pillars of the dynasty,
serving in the imperial guards and
performing a variety of diplomatic,
military, and security functions for the
throne during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries.” The conquest
elite administered Manchuria, Mongolia,
Tibet, and Turkestan (Xinjiang). The
civil service bureaucracy, dominated by
Han Chinese officials, administered
only the Chinese masses in China
Proper below the Great Wall.
5

In 1748, Qianlong reproached optimus

and secundus on the 1745 palace
examination for their poor
performances in learning Manchu.

Chinese Officials Had to Learn the Manchu

1.36. Emperor Qianlong (r.1736-96)

1.37. Reception at the Replica of Potala
Palace, Chengde, by Qianlong for the
Torghut Mongols in 1771 to celebrate
their submission (by the Jesuit painter
Ignaz Sichelbarth and others). This
screen painting was placed in the
imperial yurt at Chengde as a backdrop
for the reception of Mongol allies.
The Palace Museum, Beijing
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their status. Therefore, they were never freed from “examination
life.” In order to rule the empire, Qin Shihuangdi forbade scholars
to read the classics, but the Manchus, rather, induced the Han
Chinese gentry-scholars to dive into and trap themselves in the
Confucian honeypot. Qing emperors legitimated their rule of the
Han Chinese by maintaining the Neo-Confucian bureaucracy, and
by presenting themselves as sage-rulers working with the
Confucian scholar-officials.
In order to rule the Han Chinese, the Manchu aristocrats
and bannermen learned minimum knowledge of Confucian
classics in institutions designed especially for them. The Manchu
and Mongol bannermen could take a simple jinshi examination in
their own language at the garrison. The Manchu aristocrats and
bannermen, however, had little motivation to master Confucian
learning because status did not depend on it. During the reign of
Qianlong (1735-96), for instance, a total of sixty persons were
appointed as the Compiler to Hanlin Academy to serve the
emperor directly as his personal secretary. All of the 25 Han
Chinese had the jinshi degree, but only 4 out of the 35
bannermen-appointees had the jinshi degree.
The Han Chinese elite who passed the palace and court
examinations with highest honors and entered the Halin Academy,
where they served as imperial secretaries, were required to learn
Manchu, a practice that began in 1647. Special essay exams in
Manchu and translation questions from classical Chinese to
Manchu were administered to Hanlin academicians in the palace
to ensure that documents and memorials were accurately recorded
in the dual official languages. 5
The backbone of Manchu rule in mainland China had
been the Chinese scholar-gentry. A total of 22,980 persons passed
the jinshi examinations during the 273-year (1371-1644) rule of the
Ming dynasty, but 25,441 persons passed during the 258-year
(1646-1904) rule of the Qing dynasty, implying an increase in the
average annual number from 84 to 99. During the Qing time there
were only some 40,000 civil and military officials—most of whom
were in the capital. There were some 1,000,000 to 1,500,000
degree-holding gentry who never became officials but carried on,
in their home districts and provinces, a great variety of functions
ranging from arbitration, welfare activities, and the management
of the public works to the education of the future gentry
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generation and the maintenance of the Confucian system itself.
No local official could manage his district without the cooperation
of the local gentry-scholars.
The Manchu rulers took advantage of the Mongols’
adherence to Buddhism by styling themselves as protectors of
Tibetan Buddhism, which helped consolidate their rule over the
Mongols and foreshadowed their claim to Tibet. Yongzheng
justified his rule by liberal use of Confucian allusions, but he had a
life-long interest in Chan Buddhism which influenced both his
approach to government and his personal religious commitment.
Qianlong presented himself as the personification of the Buddha’s
intellect that may have offended the Confucian literati but carried
great weight in Mongolia. The Manchu emperors presented
themselves to the Han Chinese as the Confucian monarch, and to
the Mongols and Tibetans as the Khan of Khans cum Protector
of Buddhism as the Buddha Reincarnate, but every Manchu ruler
had identified shamanism with the sacred Manchu tradition and
promoted the Aisin Gioro family rites by disseminating through
the banner organization the court shamanistic code which
strongly emphasized ancestor worship.
Huang’taiji had expressed his grave worries over the
future: “What I fear is this: that the children and grandchildren of
later generations will abandon the Old Way, neglect shooting and
riding, and enter into the Chinese Way.” Qianlong ordered this
statement to be engraved onto stelae and displayed whenever
bannermen underwent military training. The Qing emperors
idealized the Manchu identity through the martial arts and values
such as archery, equestrianism, military conquest, imperial
expansion, and the frugal way of life that accompanied with such a
culture. They contrasted these values specifically with the
scholarly, literary emphasis of Chinese culture in general and the
extravagant [decadent] culture of consumption that had come to
characterize the late Ming period. The Manchu emperors spent
summers in Inner Mongolia, maintaining physical fitness by
riding, hunting, and shooting. The presence of Han Chinese was
forbidden at the imperial ritual of shamanism. Victories in warfare
were extensively commemorated in art and literature, in
monuments and public buildings, in ritual celebration, in rewards,
and in celebrating marches. Such a militarized culture could not
but affect even the Han Chinese people, as manifested by the

Try to Maintain Idealized Manchu Identity

1.38. Emperor Kangxi’s (1661-1722)
southern inspection tour from Nanjing
to Finshan in 1689 (painted by Wang
Hui, 1632-1717). The Palace Museum

1.39. Small cannon used in the
Kangxi’s Galdan campaign (1696).
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End of Tripolar East Asia, the Old Order

active militarization of local society in mainland China during the
nineteenth century.
END OF THE TRIPOLAR EAST ASIA: ADVENT OF THE NEW ORDER

Chapter 13 clearly marks the end of the tripolar
framework of analysis by describing the process whereby the
People’s Republic of China (PRC) inherited the people and
territory of the whole of the Qing Empire.
The Manchus had co-opted the Mongols of Inner
Mongolia, including the Mongolianized Qidans, for their empire
building, but there then appeared the Czarist Russians and the
maritime Western imperialists. The White Lotus Rebellion (17961804) destroyed the banner forces’ invincibility. Since the Taiping
rebels (1851-64) attacked not only the conquest dynasty but also
the Confucian socio-political order, the Manchu rulers were able
to mobilize the regional Han Chinese armies led by the gentryscholars to defeat the peasant rebellions, but brought about the
prototype of latter-day warlords.
Many scholar-officials selected from the holders of high
literary degrees, such as Li Honzhang (1823-1901), proved not
only their loyalty to the Manchu dynasty but also their outstanding
capability in administrative and military operations during the
Taiping Rebellion. Li Hongzhang identified the Qing dynasty with
China throughout his life, and was never conscious of any conflict
between his loyalty to the reigning dynasty and his concern for
China as a country. Yuan Shikai (1859-1916), though born to a
distinguished gentry-scholar family, became the first Han Chinese
to hold a viceroyalty and a grand councilorship without passing
any Confucian exam, symbolizing the twilight of the old order.
Yuan Shikai enjoyed the unflinching support of the Empress
Dowager Cixi until her death and, in return, recompensed the
doomed Manchu rulers with respect, allowing them a graceful
finale. Sun Wen (1866-1925), Jiang Jieshi (1887-1975) and Mao
Zedong (1893-1976) were born to the peasant-merchant families
of South China, and belonged to the post-Confucian examinations
generation, symbolizing the advent of a new order.
1.40. (top) Emperor Qianlong; (middle)
Qianlong’s banquet; and (bottom) a
victory ceremony (Xianfu) at Meridian
Gate (Wu’men), Forbidden City, 1760.

KOREAN WAR AND THE NEW EAST ASIA IN A GLOBALIZED WORLD

Chapter 14 examines the breaking out of the Korean
War in June 1950, immediately after the establishment of the Han
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Chinese PRC on October 1, 1949. The first foreign excursion of
the PRC army after its victory in 1949 was the invasion of Korea.
In the final days of World War II, the Americans and
Soviets had agreed to take the 38th parallel as the dividing line of
the Korean Peninsula between the Soviet and U. S. occupation
zones. Unification of the Korean Peninsula by Kim Il-sung would
provide a springboard for an invasion of Japan, but Stalin did not
want the Korean War to become the main battleground. Europe,
Stalin thought, was the right place to deliver the death blow to
world imperialism. Stalin did not want to see the Chinese
improving relations with the U. S. and achieving a hegemonic role
in East Asia either. The progress of the Korean War had to be
carefully manipulated as to let Mao Zedong carry the greatest part
of the burden of diverting the U. S. forces from Europe to Asia
and at the same time burn Mao’s bridges to the West.
The object of the PRC rulers seems to have been to
keep the U. S. forces at a safe distance from its Manchurian
frontier, and to make sure that the state that bordered Manchuria
was friendly.
There followed the bipolar Cold War era. One could
then observe a new East Asia emerging from the afflictions of
both World War II and the Korean War, and the subsequent
evolution of a transient unipolar globalized world that followed
the demise of Soviet Union. It is evident that the tripolar
framework of analysis has not fit the East Asian situation since,
say, the beginning of the nineteenth century. The analysis of
modern East Asian history requires a more suitable model. 6

Korean War Consolidates Newly-Born PRC

6

Janhunen (1996: 15-16) makes a

cynical comment that, although Korea
had never “seriously considered a
conquest of China … Japan as a
member of Greater Manchuria (in very
much the same way as “the historical
role of the steppe empire was taken
over by Russia”) played its Manchurian
role so well that” it established “the
short-lived Manzhouguo state,” and
“even launched a full-scale conquest of
China proper.” He could also have
mentioned the bombast of Toyotomi
Hideyoshi (1536-98) -- invading Korea
to conquer Ming China. In fact,
Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 312)
have already noted that the “Japanese
historians” saw the invasion of
mainland China in 1937-45 as “Japan
following in the footsteps of the Manchu
conquerors of 1644.” Janhunen (2010)
contends that “According to Hong, the
tripolar approach ceased to be valid
with the fall of the Qing dynasty. On this
he may be wrong, however, for with the
Russo-Japanese war (1904–5) the
roles of Mongolia and Manchuria were
taken over by Russia and Japan,

MANCHURIAN CONQUEST DYNASTIES IN EAST ASIAN HISTORY

respectively. The prewar Japanese

Even the earliest short-lived proto-conquest dynasty had
established an almost complete copy of the traditional Chinese
bureaucratic hierarchy. It was not just a façade to deceive the
vanquished. The Chinese-style bureaucratic governance that is led
by the Han Chinese gentry elites was adopted and adapted in
earnest by the Manchurian conquerors. They were smart enough
to appreciate the value of Confucian teaching and the
indoctrinating effect of testing the Four Books and Five Classics.
By mobilizing the explosive vigor of a new state, the would-be
founders of a Manchurian conquest dynasty were enabled to build
up a peculiar, and yet quite rational, institutional arrangement,

expansion on the continent can very
well be seen as Japan’s attempt to play
the role of the Manchurian component
in the East Asian tripolar system … [It]
will take time before an objective history
of [Manzhouguo] can be written … It
seems that Korean historians have not
realized that Russia is Korea’s only
natural friend in the region, and the only
neighboring country that does not profit
from the continued division of Korea.”

Conquest Dynasties in East Asian History

7

Northern Wei had maintained peaceful

coexistence with Koguryeo, but Sui was
ruined by a series of disastrous
expeditions against it. The expeditions
by Tang Taizong also ended in failure.
Empress Wu could conquer Paekche in
663 and Koguryeo in 668, but the Tang
army was expelled by the Silla in less
than seventeen years (in 676) after they
first set foot on the Korean Peninsula
(in 660). The macro-Tungusic Parhae
(698-926) could coexist with Tang. The
Liao launched full-scale campaigns
against Koryeo (918-1392), beginning
in 1010 and lasting for about ten years.
The Koryeo was never defeated in war
against the Qidan, but the Koryeo rulers
learned the wisdom of “Respect-theGreater” strategy. Prior to 1020, the
Yemaek cousins in the Korean
Peninsula had to maintain an effective
military machine to fight against the
massive invasions, but they learned
that, by simply yielding to the Stronger,
they could maintain independent
nationhood free from the ravages of
warfare. When the Mongols were
expelled from mainland China, by
swiftly yielding to the new Stronger, now
the Han Chinese Ming dynasty, Chosun
(1392-1910) could even obtain the
Ming’s help in repulsing the Japanese
invasion in 1592-8. When the rulers of
the Korean Peninsula stood up against
the obvious Stronger, the Koreans
suffered wholesale destruction. A
Manchurian force could not leave
standing the threat to their rear posed
by the Koreans before proceeding with
their campaign against mainland China.
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called the “Dual System,” that enabled not only successful
conquest but also the sustaining of a newly created dynasty.
History evolves. The proto-dual system was first
introduced by the Murong-Xianbei before they occupied North
China; reinforced by the Tuoba-Xianbei with the alien Buddhist
ideology and Equal Field System; and blatantly dualized by the
Qidan-Xianbei in the form of dual government supported by the
ordo-tribal armies. It evolved to incorporate the comprehensive
socio-military Mengan-Mouke tribal institution by the Nüzhens; and
bloomed into the most powerful form of institutionalization by
the Manchus, incorporating the highly militarized social
organization called the Eight Banners and the fanatically NeoConfucian social order tailored for the Chinese. As successors to
the Xianbei conquest dynasties, Sui and Tang organized their
empires around tried institutions that had been employed in the
conquest dynasties, including the Equal Field system which
provided the institutional foundation to field an enormous fubing
army. The formal institutionalization of the examination system,
however, was the Sui-Tang innovation that endured until 1905.
The Qidan-Xianbei conquered Parhae but the incessant
rebellions waged by the Tungusic people drained the energy of
Liao. Consequently, the conquest performance of Liao was even
less impressive than the Tuoba-Xianbei, who had maintained
peaceful coexistence with the macro-Tungusic Koguryeo. Neither
could the latter-day Nüzhen Jin successfully co-opt the Qidan;
hence they were able to occupy only North China. The Mongols
of the Yuwen-Xianbei provenance, however, could thoroughly
assimilate the Qidans, and also co-opt the Turks that had been
scattered all over the Eurasian continent to realize Pax Mongolica.
The Manchus absorbed the entire marco-Tungus in Manchuria,
and were able to co-opt and mobilize the Liaodong Han Chinese
and the Mongols of Inner Mongolia, that now included the
Qidans, realizing Pax Manjurica.7 The Manchus more than
doubled the territory of the Ming empire, all of which was
inherited by the People’s Republic of China. The inclusion of
Manchuria in the PRC was the direct consequence of the Manchu
rule of China. Manchus both prospered with their own system
and perished with their own system. 8
The Eastern Mongols of Inner Mongolia were active
partners with the Manchus from the very beginning. The Khalkha
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Mongols of Outer Mongolia were forced to join the Qing Empire
after 1691, to become a passive partner with the Manchus. On the
other hand, the Manchu invasion force of 1636 had taken away a
great many Korean people as prisoner-slaves that nurtured an
enduring hostility toward the Qing. The Chosun people regarded
their Manchurian cousins as shameful barbarians, attributing no
value to their feats of conquering and ruling mainland China with
Neo-Confucian pretentiousness. They rather fancied themselves
as the heir to the orthodox Confucian tradition of the Ming
dynasty, and behaved as if they were obliged to carry the torch of
Confucian civilization in place of the hapless Han Chinese then
under the yoke of the Manchus. As of the twenty-first century,
only the Mongols of Outer Mongolia and the Yemaek cousins of
the Korean Peninsula are maintaining their ethnic identity as
independent nation states. The Mongols of the Inner Mongolian
Autonomous Region became the ethnic minority within the region
itself.

Ethnic Nationalism vs. Cosmopolitanism

8

According to Sinocentric ideology, any

successful alien dynasty was a
thoroughly sinified dynasty, and any
alien dynasty that had failed to absorb
the Chinese tradition was bound to fail.
Rawski (1996: 831) quotes a Hancentered perspective of Ho Ping-ti
(1967: 191): “Qing was...the most
successful dynasty of conquest in
Chinese history…[T]he key to its
success was the adoption by early
Manchu rulers of a policy of systematic
sinicization.” Rawski (1996), however,
contends that “Chinese generalizations
concerning the sinicization of the Qing
emperors relied heavily on the official
Chinese-language records (ibid: 834).”
The Manchu-language documents

SUBLIMATING ETHNIC NATIONALISM INTO COSMOPOLITANISM IN

suggest just the opposite: “many unique

HISTORIOGRAPHY

Manchu documents, never translated

The PRC historians now project China’s history in terms
of its contemporary border (and beyond, in cases of the Korean
Peninsula and the Mongolian steppes), as a seamless narrative of a
newly defined “Chinese” nation-state. The PRC rulers think of
China as a territorial entity and thus of everyone living within
what is today PRC territory as Chinese. In an effort to canonize a
unified Chinese historiography, the twenty-first century PRC high
school textbooks have incorporated the histories of China’s ethnic
minorities into a single master narrative of Chinese history,
according to which the non-Han peoples have always been Chinese
and their different histories have always been a part of Chinese
history, avoiding the use of the term “invade” when discussing the
military actions of these peoples in their wars against the Han
which are regarded simply as internal disputes.
Perhaps, someday, the PRC leaders would replace
“China” with “East Asia,” and “Chinese” with “East Asian
People,” and be free of all sorts of accusations including “Han
nationalism,” “territorialization of history,” or “historiographical
invention-cum-colonialism,” ushering in the spirit of Alle Menschen
werden Brüder on the eastern part of the Eurasian continent also.

into Chinese, were…a vital part
of…communications network that
frequently bypassed Han Chinese
officials (ibid: 829).” To their Chinese
subjects, the Manchus portrayed
themselves as Confucian monarchs,
but “the Manchus disseminated
different images of rulership to the
different subject peoples of their
empire. …Tibetan Buddhism provided
the symbolic vocabulary for…rulership
directed at the Mongols and Tibetans…
as Manjusri, the bodhisattva of
compassion and wisdom (ibid: 834-5).”
The bodhisattva (wisdom-being) is a
person who, out of compassion,
renounces the entry into nirvana in
order to be reborn repeatedly to lend a
helping hand to all sentient beings who
call upon him in order to be saved.
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